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Module Information

Prerequisites: Module 16 MicroStation 3D

Introduction: This Module introduces the higher-level Luxology rendering tools and uses the
residence created in the previous Module as a working model.  The rendering
methods are applied to both interior and exterior scenes.  Environmental Maps,
and view backgrounds are also covered.

Objective(s): 17.1 Discuss differences between Interactive and Photo-Realistic rendering.
17.2 Discuss the default render setups.
17.3 Discuss and define sunlight in interior scenes.
17.4 Render special material effects.
17.5 Discuss and define settings for exterior scenes.
17.6 Add environment settings to scenes.
17.7 Add a sun image and fog effects to exterior scenes.

Time: This Module should be completed within 4 hours.
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TOOL TIP !
To speed up the rendering process don’t forget to use the Re-display Current Solution tool on the Luxology
preview box when you are re-rendering a scene.  This tool works provided the camera has not been moved
and the geometry has not been changed.

Also, as you have been doing, place a fence in the view if you want to render only a part of a view. 
Luxology will automatically render the contents of the fence.

DISCUSSION:

In the previous Modules you have rendered objects using Smooth shading and mostly Draft Luxology
renderings.  The instruction in this Module will take you through the steps necessary to produce
sophisticated renderings of a variety of subjects, but you should be aware that these procedures can be quite
complex and will require considerable experimentation on your part.

17.1   INTRODUCTION TO PHOTO-REALISTIC RENDERING

Rendering procedures can be broken into two broad groups:

Interactive
Rendering:

You have been using this method for all previous Modules, and as you know,
the method uses any of the standard view display methods from Wireframe to
Smooth shading.  This method is called Interactive because the rendered
view can be rotated in real-time.

Lighting in this method is direct only and does not generate light reflections
or refractions.

Photo-Realistic: This method produces photo-realistic images (with a consequently significant
increase in processing time).
 
The Luxology rendering process combines the results of two light evaluation
methods.  First, a surface is evaluated by light rays cast out from the surface
and striking other surfaces in a scene.  This is called Irradiance.  The second
method evaluates direct light rays emitted from specific 3D lights and
striking surfaces in a scene.
  
Needless to say, the technical aspects of these processes are rather complex
and will not be discussed in this manual.  For detailed information refer to the
Help files under Luxology Lighting.

You can control many aspects of the rendering process and we will touch on
enough of those so you can understand the main points and settings.  Just
remember that the more accurate and the more lighting effects in a scene, the
longer the processing time.
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              Predefined rendering options and Settings tab.

              Global Illumination tab.

17.2    DEFAULT RENDER SETUPS

First, let’s take a closer look at the
predefined Luxology rendering settings

using the Setup icon  on the top row
of the Luxology preview box.  Click on
the full icon to see the options (you may
see the list in a different order).

The Settings tab shows the setups
available for interior or exterior scenes in
various qualities, and a few other choices. 
You have been using the Draft preset to
quickly assess progress when setting up
materials, lighting, and scenes.  Again,
the higher the quality, the longer the
rendering time.  

Luxology is a “multi-threaded”
application, meaning that it will process a
render in the background, allowing you to
work elsewhere while the render is in
progress. 

The settings on the right of the box define
the render settings.  Compare the settings, particularly for the Interior and Exterior options.  Notice
that the significant differences are mainly in the position of the Performance slider, Reflection
Depth, Stroke Tolerance, and Antialias quality.  Higher values of each relate to better render quality
(except Stroke Tolerance where a lower value is better).  Notice too, that the Shadows setting is Per
Light, meaning that the quality of shadows is set in the Light Manager for each 3D light.  Hovering
the cursor over a setting gives a short description of each value. 

You can, of course, edit any of the settings to suit your needs.  If you do, the name of the current
setting will display in blue until it is saved upon which it will
display in black.  It is best to Copy a setting and rename it if you
need other values.  You can reset a render setting back to its

original settings with the Reset Setup tool on the top line .

Notice the “key” icons  next to some settings which indicate
settings that will be automatically adjusted as the Performance
slider is changed.  You can unlock a setting by clicking on the
icon.

Now look at the Global Illumination tab.  Here you control how
the light in a scene is processed.  Again, hovering the cursor
over each setting gives a short description.  Significant is that
moving the Performance slider changes the Indirect Bounces and
the Irradiance Rays values, both of which directly affect the
quality of a render.  Each preset render setup also has different
values.
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                          “Interior 2” interior view.

       Construction lines for    
       Directional light.

Exterior lit by Directional Light.

The Advanced tab contains all settings present in the two previous tabs plus additional settings.

For the moment, leave all preset settings as they are.

17.3   ADDING A DIRECTIONAL LIGHT

All renderings so far have used interior light sources, but you should also look at interior views lit
by the sun.  Rather than use the Solar light however, add a Directional Light source to the model
which will act as the sun.  A Directional Light can be manually located in the model (alternatively, if
you need specific day/time lighting, you should set up a solar light in the model).

You need a different viewpoint in the room:

Step 1 Apply the Interior 1 saved view
to a view. Use the Define
Camera tool on the Render tool
box to move and pan the camera
to see both the window and the
objects in the room, generally as
shown at the right.  The
Pan/Dolly tool is a good starting
tool.

Avoid moving the camera into the side walls
which will result in a rendering of the interior of the wall!  Use Smooth shading to check the view.

Step 2 Save this view as “Interior 2.”

Now add a Directional light to the outside of the building:

Step 3 In View 4, change the view to Isometric, remove the
perspective display, and zoom out to see the entire building.

Step 4 Draw two construction lines starting from directly below the
window as shown at the right.  The horizontal line is 8' (2435)
long, while the vertical line is 13' (3960) high.

Attach a Directional Light to the vertical line:

Step 5 In the Light Manager tool, define a Directional Light at default
values, attach it to the top of the vertical line, and snap to the
center of the window as the target location.

Step 6 Turn OFF the construction lines in View 4.

While View 4 shows the exterior of the building, you should check that
the Directional light is working:

Step 7 Check that all lights except the Directional light are OFF
in Light Manager.

Step 8 Render View 4 using Draft Luxology.
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            Interior rendered with Interior Better setting.

             Directional light settings (partial view).

You should see the building lit by the Directional Light acting as the sun.  Note the shadows cast by
the light, and that the entire building is illuminated by the directional light.  It doesn’t matter where
you place a directional light in a scene, all that matters is the direction it is pointing.  The entire
scene receives parallel light, even objects behind the light.

Return to the Interior 2 view and render in a
better quality:

Step 9 Turn OFF the two interior lights
if not already off.

Step 2 Render the interior view using
the Interior Better setting.

The render will take a while to process but
the results will be quite good (but hard to
display in the paper manual).  My render is
shown at the right and is file Mod 17-1 on the
Micro-Press.com Resources web page.

Look carefully at your render.  Note the effect the
“sunlight” has in the room as the light is evaluated on
each surface.  There are still some “artifacts” in the
view, especially on the right-hand wall and ceiling
junctions.

VOLUME EFFECTS

An interesting exercise is to use Volume Effects
(Volumetric Lighting) to generate a scatter effect
similar to seeing the dust particles in a cone of light. 
The effect can be applied to point, spot, directional, and
solar lights.

Here I have added four pot lights to the room ceiling (I
just punched 3D circular holes in the ceiling plane)
with spot lights in each.  The settings for each light are
shown at the right.  Only the four spot lights are ON. 
Note the Volume Effects tab.

Light scattering is usually a subtle effect which is
reflected in the low values for Scattering and Density. 
The Height value sets the distance over which the
scattering is effective, and Attenuation is the amount
the density decreases over distance.

You can set the Cone Angle and Delta Angle to
conform to the specific light bulbs.  The Base value
sets the distance from the light to the start of the
scattering.  Increasing the Samples value increases the
accuracy of the render.  The Scatter Color is a light
yellow.
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TOOL TIP !
If you have a large number of
volume-effect lights receding
into the distance, reduce the
rendering time by progressively
reducing the Samples value in
distant lights, and turn off
Volume Effects for really
distant lights.

                   Light scattering example with Volume Effects.

       Directional light settings (partial view).

               Directional light beam.

                 Directional light scattering example.

My image is shown at the left and is
file Mod 17-2 on the web site. 

You can achieve the same effect using the installed
Directional light as if it were sunlight.  Try the following:

Step 1 In the Light Manager turn ON Volume Effects
for the Directional light and make the setting
shown at the right.  All other lights OFF.

Again, the effect is reasonably subtle and high density
values are not necessary.  Scatter color is light yellow.

Step 2 In the Light Manager with the Directional light selected, either turn ON the Highlight
icon, or click on the Directional light in the view.

You need to see the “beam” of the light to be sure it is projecting
correctly.  You should see the beam similar to that shown at the left (I
have lowered the light’s height and direction from its previous setting).

You see the light beam
this way because
Volume Effects is ON. 
The width of the beam
is set in the Radius box
and the length is set in
the Height box.  The

Height value of 30' is arbitrary and is intended to
be long enough to at least hit the floor.

It is obviously important that the beam projects
through the center of the window and a quick
rotation can confirm this.

The resulting render is shown at the right and is
file Mod 17-3 on the web site.
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North is in the positive Y-axis in
this drawing.

                    Caustic reflection.

Direct Caustics - Global Illumination
tab.

Using Volume Effects with the Solar light is much the same as with a
Directional light.  Volume Effects can then be applied in the Light
Manager and you can set the sun’s direction the same dialog box.

You will need to set the North direction for the building to define the
sun’s azimuth and altitude angles.  By default, North is 900 from the
positive X-axis direction.  Therefore, in our drawing when you are in an
unrotated Top view, North is at the top of the view in the positive Y-axis
direction.  If needed, you can change the North direction in the Light
Manager using the Define North tool on the top icon row .  Start the
tool, data-point in the view for a base point, then drag the cursor in the
new North direction and data-point again.  You will see the new North
alignment in the Solar Position display (where you can also manually
set the North angle degrees from the X-axis).
 

17.4    SPECIAL MATERIAL EFFECTS

There are several special effects that can be applied to material definitions or set in the Render Setup
dialog boxes.  A few are listed below.  Keep in mind that you have a wealth of special materials
available in the default MicroStation material pallets that can be opened in the Materials Editor. 
These are often good starting materials that can be edited to meet your needs.

CAUSTICS - Render Setup

Highly reflective materials will produce caustic highlights, which is light reflected off or refracted
through a material.  The example shows a chrome material generating a caustic highlight on the
adjacent wall.  The material has 100% Opacity, 99% Reflect, and 146% Specular values.  The Direct
Caustics settings are on each Luxology Render Settings dialog box on the Global Illumination tab,
but there is also a specific render setting for Caustic in the Render Setup list.  Note the high Total
Photons setting below (compare this with other render settings).  This is image Mod 17-4 on the web
site.
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                   Glow material.

                   Glow - Material Editor.

                  Clearcoat material.

                   Clearcoat - Material Editor.

                      Bloom effect.
                         Bloom - Render Setup.

GLOW - Material Definition

A material can be made to “glow” and emit light without using an installed light.  It is possible to
light an entire scene using glow-enabled materials.  The example below is the light standard from
the interior scene with an inserted globe light.  The globe light has no installed light but the Glow
value for the globe material is set to 350 “Bright Neon”.  There are no other installed lights in the
scene.  This illustration below is image Mod 17-5 on the web site.

CLEARCOAT - Material Definition

Materials can be given a clear coating to simulate a lacquered surface.  The illustration below shows
the spheres with standard element colors, and with Clearcoat setting at 100 in the Material Editor
box.  The clearcoat is applied as a material which has the Color value set to “Use element color” so
that only the clearcoat is applied to the spheres.  The clearcoat value can be set higher than the 100
maximum setting of the slider.  A Reflect value is not usually required.  This is image Mod 17-6 on
the web site.

BLOOM - Render Setup

The Bloom setting replicates the glare effect created in certain
lighting situations.  The Bloom settings are at the bottom of each
Render Setup (except Draft).  The illustration uses a Bloom Radius
(%) value of 12 and a Bloom Threshold (%) value of 50.  This is
image Mod17-7 on the web site.
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               Depth of field.

               Depth of Field - Render Setup.

                              Generated “fur” (grass).

DEPTH OF FIELD - Render Setup

The Depth of Field setting on the Render Settings dialogs enables the camera to vary the focus of the
scene.  The camera’s target will always be in focus with foreground and receding elements out of
focus.  Antialias must be on in the Render Setting dialogs.  The effect is adjusted by the F-stop
setting.  Larger values equal sharper images.  The image at the left uses a F-stop of 1.4 and the
camera target is the front ball on the right.  This is image 17-8 on the web site.

FUR - Material Definition. 

The Fur settings are found in the
Material Editor on the Fur Tab.

MicroStation can generate geometry
in a rendered scene to simulate
“fur”.  A typical use for this effect is
to simulate grass in an exterior scene
or carpets in an interior scene.  The
Fur settings are part of a material
definition and offer a wide range of
settings such as length, width, twist,
spacing, segments, clumping, etc. 
Very natural scenes can be
generated.  Since geometry is
created (only when rendered) you
will likely need to increase the
Geometry Cache value in the Settings/User/Preferences/Render settings box.  The suggestion here is
that the cache should be set to about 80% of the available ram memory.  The render process may not
complete if this working memory value is too low.  Expect a long process time for large fur areas. 
As a general rule, use fur sparingly and preferably only on elements near the camera.

Take a closer look at the Render settings box.  Here you can set the default values for the storage
location for renders, the quality of preview renders, etc.
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